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CNAV’s February Meeting

The committee takes a break for a photo
The venue, Borderlands, for
the February CNAV meeting was
unusually quiet and parking was
not at the premium it usually is.
And despite the extreme weather
conditions covering Victoria the
committee members filled the booklined room. There was a fan operating
in the room but it was to throw cool
air on Borderland’s server rather than
on people.
A lot of discussion and directional
decision making over the next
few hours made for a productive
meeting. Back in 2010 an excellent
publication,
The
Community
Newspaper, was produced by Sarah
Fortuna. It summarised information
and provided graphs outlining the
community newspaper situation at
that time. Four years on much has
changed and planning to update the
original has begun. The two big
questions being worked on are what
we want in it and how do we gather
that information.

The membership report led to
discussion about the locations and
concentrations of CNAV member
papers. An updated map has been
produced by Helen Smith – and it
really highlights both concentrations
and gaps. Perhaps this shows that
word of mouth is the most effective
recruiting tool CNAV has. Can you
help pass the word along?
State government advertising was
on the agenda again. Community
newspaper advertising costs are one
of the selection criteria used when
Mitchell and Partners are looking at
purchasing advertising space. The
state government’s audit trail covers
all placements for their advertisements
so costs are an important factor
in decision-making about where
the advertisements are placed. As
community newspapers we need to
ensure our costs are both realistic
and not inflated for government
advertising.
Federal government advertising,

or more properly, the lack of federal
government, advertising has also
come up as an issue. Following
correspondence between Traf News
and the office of the local member,
CNAV has now written to senior
government ministers and McCann
Universal (the advertising agency the
federal government uses) about this.
As the advertisers say - watch this
space!
Discussion about the changes to
the CNAV website were discussed
when a position paper was tabled
outlining considerations needed in
transferring and developing a new
website.
Jens-Kristian provided
detailed information that became the
basis of a lengthy discussion. The site
is now to be transferred to a non-ISP
host, updated as an interim measure,
a new site to be planned and a basic
Expression of Interest document for
web developers prepared. Again –
watch this space!
2014 is already shaping as another
exciting year.

Death of Birregurra’s Frank Wood

GREAT Centre opens in Gisborne

Frank (Francis) Wood, who advised
the Birregurra Mail on design
problems and was also very generous
with his time as a judge at CNAV,
recently died at Colac Hospital after
a long illness. CNAV sincerely
expresses condolences to his wife
Anne, who lays out the ‘Birre Mail’
each fortnight, and to Frank’s
immediate and extended family.
Frank was chief design artist at the Herald and Weekly
Times Ltd and was responsible for several magazines,
including Home Beautiful and a number of other trade
publications in the 1970s and 1980s; he was one of the
first professionals who understood and worked with new
computer technology. He left the Herald and Weekly Times
to set up one of the first computerised design studios in South
Melbourne and the business was an immediate success.
He worked freelance on magazines, books and advertising
material.
Just before Frank retired officially, he and Anne purchased
the vicarage at Birregurra. The couple spent considerable
time and money to renovate the building and interior and
it became a local tourist attraction. They both became
involved in community affairs. Frank and Anne were also
regular participants in the annual CNAV conferences.
By Frank accepting the judging role for the design
and layout component of the annual CNAV awards, the
Birregurra Mail in effect forfeited the right to compete. JV

The GREAT Association
(Gisborne Region Events
Activities
Tourism),
of which the GREAT
Gisborne Gazette is a part,
fulfilled a long held dream
when it opened a centre
in the Gisborne shopping
precinct in Hamilton Street
on 16 August.
The GREAT Association and the Gazette now operate
out of this Centre. The GREAT Association generates its
funds through the very popular monthly Olde Time Market
and, apart from covering the rental for the centre, ploughs
its funds into many worthwhile local community projects.
Gazette profits likewise support local community groups.
We have already enlisted the support of 38 volunteers who
typically
give
two hours of their
time each week
to staff the Centre
and to assist
with numerous
tasks to help in
the running of
GREAT and the
Gazette.

State Government Advertising
Some weeks ago CNAV forwarded
this request to member papers.
“Many
community
newspapers
affiliated with CNAV are now
receiving advertisements from the state
government. This is predominantly
Fire Season awareness advertising.
The CNAV committee will be reviewing
this and discussing the advertising
situation at its next meeting. To
facilitate this discussion we would
appreciate some information from
you on the level of state government
advertising you ARE NOT receiving.
As you peruse your regional community
newspapers, you may notice state
government advertising appearing in
those newspapers which we are not
receiving.
If you notice any such ads, please send
an email to John Ellis goldenpoint2@
bigpond.com
advising
of
the
advertisement type including a brief
description of the ad. You could

include a scan of the ad if you wish.
We will collate those ads so we can
formulate a strategy to approach the
state government for discussion about
expanding the range of advertisements
offered to community newspapers .
As an example of the information we
are seeking there’s an ad attached that
appeared in last week’s commercial
press in Central Victoria – an
advertisement that clearly would be
of interest (and vital importance)
to communities served by many
community newspapers.”

Several responses have been received,
including this one:
Thanks for the email.
Given
where we are based and some of our
distribution areas being right in the
middle of bushfire prone areas (a lot
were caught in the Black Saturday fire)
the advert you forwarded would have
been a good one for us and given the
recent spate of fires in our and around
our suburban fringe doubly so.
Keep an eye out for ads you feel you
are missing out on - and keep CNAV
informed.

Fires, Communities
and Papers!
Listening the constant alerts on our emergency services
broadcaster that Sunday afternoon one couldn’t help but
to think of the various community newspapers serving
those communities that were under threat – Guim Tales,
Riddell Roundup, Wallan Whistle, Bullengarook Bellows
etc. Not all CNAV members yet but important community
newspapers nonetheless.
Fires can strike anywhere in summers like this and
community newspapers play a very important role in
educating and preparing a community for summer – and
an equally important role in sharing information after a
fire incident or fire scare. Even the role of promoting our
local CFA units and firefighters can be a morale lifter and
of great local benefit.

Landsborough and District News, The Winchelsea Star
and Blackwood Times demonstrate 3 different aspects of
fire issues.

Grant seeking and Grant Writing Workshop in Bendigo
Last week the City of Greater
Bendigo hosted a grants workshop
for interested organisations in their
municipality. CNAV was invited to send
a representative to do a presentation on
trends in the community newspaper
world.
The forum opened with a panel of
representatives from locally based
grant giving organisations. Bendigo
is obviously well served in this area
because 7 organisations had their

applications was agreed by all as a very
important step to obtaining a grant.
FRRR even has a project planning
team to actually help plan the process
and guide the application’s direction.
All agreed that passion should be
part of any grant application, and
applications should be submitted early.
Any application should demonstrate
wide community benefits by listing
the groups and organisations that will
also benefit from the new or improved

workshop that was rewarded with a full
reception room. Unfortunately Helen
Smith, CNAV’s treasurer, wasn’t able
to make the planned journey from
Gippsland because of an active fire
situation along the Calder Highway.
And, I forgot to get the camera out
until the very end when Narelle Lyle
(City of Greater Bendigo Community
Grants Officer) was running through
the intricacies of the very new online application process. As several
workshops on this process had
already been run there were many
empty chairs in the room by then!
Very poor journalism to miss the
photo opportunities that had occurred
during the early panel discussion!
John Ellis.

International Women’s
Day (IWD) 8th March

City of Greater Bendigo’s Community Grants Officer Narelle Lyle
explaining the new on-line application process.
programs outlined. Michael McKern
spoke of the McKern Steel Foundation
which is not geographically tied to
the Bendigo region, and two other
philanthropic bodies he serves on
that are locally tied. Two other
organisations that provide grants
to Greater Bendigo’s community
organisations were the City of Greater
Bendigo and Fosterville Mine. Two
other two Australia wide granting
bodies were the Bendigo Bank which
was represented by Callum Wright
and FRRR (Foundation for Rural and
Regional Renewal) represented by
Alexandra Gartmann. The programs
that each organisation runs were
outlined – the directions, the closing
dates and, of course, the sums involved.
Advice to applicants was given and
questions answered. The need for
applicants to develop relationships
with the funding bodies was stressed,
discussing potential projects and grant

facility.
And FRRR will help
community organisations find likely
funding bodies if a project isn’t within
their own scope.
After the break a CNAV presentation
was made – looking at aspects of
community newspapers that current
members produce.
The diversity
was highlighted and the role CNAV
plays in networking and supporting
these independent papers explained.
Advances in obtaining access to
state government advertising and the
role of the advertising broker was
noted. Use of the internet by both
CNAV and individual papers led to
some interesting discussion. Some
successful grant applications by CNAV
members for equipment, infrastructure
and even associated projects were
highlighted. Later discussion led to
some requests for CNAV membership
forms - which was very pleasing.
It was a very impressive, well-planned

International Women’s Day is a
day to celebrate the contribution and
achievements of all women. It is an
opportunity to remember the barriers
that women have broken through, and
the accomplishments they have made
despite barriers.
Several community papers are
advertising IWD events in their
communities – any coverage of
these events would be of interest to
Roundabout. Please consider sharing
your occasion.
John Ellis goldenpoint2@bigpond.
com or Tim Croucher timo_840@
hotmail.com would love to hear from
you.

Clarification re Blue
Messager repeated
In November’s Roundabout a
clarification re. the Blue Messager was
printed. It was pointed out
Blue Messager is not from CNAV or a
CNAV source, and is neither authorised
nor endorsed by CNAV. CNAV is
apolitical and intends to remain so. The
circulated publication is a re-working
of government press releases and refers
to supporting “Liberal Party ideals and
messages”. CNAV disassociates itself
from this publication.
Any community owned newspaper
wanting to cease receiving this
publication should make that request
directly to the source forwarding it.

ISSUU
More
and
more
community
newspapers seem to using ISSUU for
an additional on-line presence.
It
would good to hear from some of
these papers about their experience,
and perhaps even a sharing of some
statistics from the site.
A new Issuu app for Android
ISSUU claims this is more than
just a mobile version of Issuu, their
app being designed from the pixels
up to deliver the world’s best mobile
reading experience. It is also claimed
the posted publications can now go
anywhere, so “your readers will spend
more time with your content than ever
before and share it with friends with
just the touch of a finger.”
The app can be installed by using this
link:
http://bit.ly/lssuuOnAndroid

An Apology
Lack of copy conspired with lack of
time to ensure there was no January
Roundabout as planned. Apologies –
and we are looking forward to a series
of news filled Roundabout during
2014. Please forward links to your
new publications to goldenpoint2@
bigpond.com and please point out any

events and/or celebrations of note.
Share your success!
The next Roundabout is planned for
mid-March.
Next CNAV Committee Meeting
The next CNAV committee meeting
is scheduled for 10am on April 12th at
Borderlands in Hawthorn.

Congratulations to Mick Bourke
The Australia Day Awards included
one that has been of special interest to
CNAV members. Current committee
member Mick Bourke was listed for a
Medal (OAM) of the Order of Australia
in the General Division. The full listing
of Mick’s record on the official website
reads:
•
For service to the community
of Trafalgar.
•
Founder and Editor, Trafalgar
News, since 1999.
•
Foundation
President,
Community Newspapers Association
of Victoria, 2005-2008; current
Member.
•
Chairman, Trafalgar
and

An ad from our
Venue Provider
An ad from our venue provider
Borderlands is more than a venue for
CNAV meetings. A variety of activities
are held there – one of the upcoming
events is:
Activism Radically Reconsidered
Deepening the Pitch of Our Response
8-10 (Sat-Mon) March
OASES welcomes Sue Davidoff &
Allan Kaplan as special guests from
The Proteus Initiative in South Africa,
for a long weekend short course in
radically reconsidering activism. Can
we find a way of engaging with the
powerful forces that are shaping our
lives, in such a way that our activism
can nurture the fragile and delicate web
of interconnected life (rather than risk
trampling on the values, freedoms and
connectedness that we hold dear)?
“It was an amazing event ... all 20
people stayed the whole time ... and
we worked from 9-6pm most days.”
Peter Westoby (2012 Brisbane course
organiser), Community Development
practitioner, lecturer & writer.
Cost: $330/$250 low or no wage
More detail on OASES courses can
be found at http://www.oases.edu.au/
short-courses/activism/

District Branch, Bendigo Community
Bank, since 2008; Board Member,
since 2007.
•
President,
Trafalgar
Community Development Association,
2002-2006; Member, for 6 years;
developed the Trafalgar Community
Strategic Planning Process.
•
Supporter, Trafalgar Youth;
leading a number of youth-attended
projects and activities.
•
Led the development of longterm strategy for Trafalgar recreation
and sporting needs.
Lines 2 and 3 are great recognition
of the importance of community
newspapers and CNAV. Well done
Mick!

Next Roundabout due mid-March

Please consider forwarding a link to your latest edition to goldenpoint2@bigpond.com or timo_840@hotmail.com

